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How can I support maps4heroes.com? Author of: s,,16-01-2021 19:10 help - á (World of Quest) - Heroes 4 map You need to kill bone dragons in the desert more... Author: Jisí Koska , 16-01-2021 17:29 BUG - Vampire Lover - Heroes 5 map Yes, I have exactly the same problem. I think he's a bug. More... Author: Anon (Calgary, Canada),
16-01-2021 15:37 Where is Town Portal located? - Earth Element - Heroes 3 map Wheeeere more... Author: Roy (Germany), 16-01-2021 15:02 Lords of the Kingdom - Lords of the Kingdom - Heroes 7 map I like your maps and I hope you come over! More... Author: Derr (Bucharest, Romania), 16-01-2021 11:53 Circles - The Ninth Circle
- Heroes 3 Map Lauri, do you plan to make maps for all 9 circles? I only saw 1,2,5,9. I want to play them all in the right order. It would also be useful if you group them after the saga is complete. Okay, I'm going to start the first one. I'll be back with comments. Thank you! More... Author: Hudian (Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), 16-01-2021
08:22 Test map - Europe for heroes - Heroes 3 map This is on my test map. With HotA 1.5.3 more... Author: Hudian (Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), 16-01-2021 08:04 Maybe the game version - Europe for Heroes - Heroes 3 map I made this map with HotA 1.5.4. Can you see your game version? You should take a picture and post it here.
More... Author: Fiasom (Izmir, Turkey), 15-01-2021 22:37 Map does not work - Europe for Heroes - Heroes 3 Map Map looks very interesting, but I can't play. I extracted the maps from my HotA map file. These are the only maps that don't work in-game or load in the map editor. I don't know what the problem is. Can you help? More...
Author: Dzo (Vietnam), 15-01-2021 20:40 Toughest Fight - Conquest of Heaven and Hell - Heroes 3 Map Looks like the author's map updated with harder AI. Increases from 2 packs from minor to 4 packs. The AA or Phoenix tactic is still working, but it needs much more luck LOL more... Author: Dzo (Vietnam), 15-01-2021 20:31 buggy? -
Conquest of Heaven and Hell - Heroes 3 player map 3 defeated before it reaches gorguardlv2. Because I don't kill him then the search door can't be opened anymore... Author: Cornelis van der Linden (Netherlands), 15-01-2021 19:10 Missing Ship - Supernatural - Heroes 3 map Just started on the map, rebooted because I didn't realize
the hidden resources at first. Secondly, the boat near the exit was not there. He was probably summoned, and now I have to restart again. He'll finish the map, then come back with a final score :) More... Author: LC (Russia), 15-01-2021 15:18 response - Shadows of the Forest - Heroes 3 map To be honest the plot is not finished and I am
still working on biographies and plot events in the next campaign. The whole story will be able after the full launch of the project. More... Author: Gremlin (Erathia), 15-01-2021 15:01 Gremlin - Shadows of the Forest - Heroes 3 I did, but it looks like the clues were too subtle for me. It's quite the opposite with Xisxis' message. Xisxis. a pity
that the deeper in Eofol, the less of those events, since they are not only informative, but also quite :) While we're on the subject of ev more... Author: LC (Russia), 15-01-2021 14:44 response - Shadows of the Forest - Heroes 3 map Yup :P Did you read the message at the event placed before the castle? More... How can I support
maps4heroes.com? PayPal: I'm not expecting a different post, but unfortunately we can't deal with a New Year's release this time. There is still work to be done in the Factory, and there is no apparent need for a stopgap ... Lis patch either. That said, there's something good we want to share with you!  The author of the original Heroes
of Might &amp; Magic III soundtrack, the great Paul Romero, has agreed to create a Factory city theme song based on the leitmotiv that was composed by Docent Picolan at the time. Paul has a message for you and some steps from the next topic to share. The HotA crew joins Paul to wish you a very happy New Year. All the best - and
stay tuned for the news in 2021!  from Heroes 3 wiki is only available when the unofficial expansion, Horn of the Abyss, is installed. Factory is the 11th unreleased faction of Horn of the Abyss, which is planned to be released in late 2020 or early 2021, and confirmed to be released in version 1.7.0 of the game. This new faction will have
the Wasteland as its native terrain, which was released in HotA version 1.6.0. The city theme combines nature with an attempt to harness its power, which is reflected in the two creature trees and their upgrades. Factory's steampunk technology and Wild West style is probably a nod to the unmedical city of Forge, as both a steampunk and
a sci-fi version were designed in the drawing board stages. However, the steampunk concept was abandoned due to sci-fi technology and themes featured in the Might &amp; Magic series, as well as the futuristic Heavenly Forge look, which serves as the base of the city. The only one cherry to a wild western steampunk theme is a dark
piece of art for the tavern that was quickly discarded in favor of a concrete building. Creatures[edit] As of August 2020, the revealed line consists of: Level 1: Halfling –&gt; Halfling Grenadier Tier 2: Mechanic –&gt; Engineer (They Can Repair Mechanical Units in Both Forms) Level 3: Armadillo –&gt; Bellwether Armadillo Level 4:
Automaton –&gt; ??? (No graphics or disclosed information available, other than the fact that they are possibly fully robotic) Level 5: Sandworm –&gt; Olgoi-Khorkhoi (Aliers, similar to Nymph &amp; Oceanid; If they come off the ground above a corpse, the upgrade automatically consumes it, after which their next attack will take one more
hit; Bonus hits can accumulate) Level 6: Gunman -&gt; Bounty Hunter to a ranged attack per round with a quick shot) Level 7: Dreadnought -&gt; Juggernaut (Both units have a special penetrating ray attack called Heat Strike. The attack is similar in area to that of the Cerberus, but affects units, including those behind the target, similar to
a dragon's breath attack.) Level 7: &gt; Crimson Couatl (Couatls can meditate to become impervious to damage and skip their turn) NOTE: Both the Dreadnought and Couatl are configured to be 7th level units. Both homes can be built in the same city and both units can be recruited. They will NOT be alternate units, as in Heroes of Might
and Magic IV. Creature table[edit] Keep in mind that these stats could change in the final version! Heroes[edit] The two kinds of heroes have been revealed as Mercenary's kind of might and Artificer's magic class. Factory will feature heroes from ancient games, such as Kastore and Agar (an artificer with sandworm specialty), but also new
ones, such as Todd and Bertram. Jangaard is a mercenary hero with a Scouting specialty, and Henrietta is a mercenary hero with a halfling spectrum. Morgan and Sam are two additional heroes of unknown classes. See also[edit] Horn news from the Abyss HD mod Horn of the Abyss creators have published more news about the next
city - Factory. The team assures that despite the tragic death of its leader, Docent Picool, work on faction development is still ongoing! Details about the level 5 unit can be found in the last article. Discover the sources of inspiration for Czerwia and the special skill of the terrifying Olgoj-chorchoja: ️ POLISH TRANSLATION ️ text in J-
Z. TEXT ️ IN ENGLISH RUSSIAN With great sadness we present a Statement HotA Crew:Dear, we regret to inform you that we have suffered a serious loss. On November 7, the founder and leader of Horn of the Abyss, a wonderful artist and composer known to the community as Docent Picolan, tragically died. We will not exaggerate
by saying that HotA was his son - he was the one who laid the foundation for the whole project, and his eternal enthusiasm was our driving force during 13 years of development. Not only was he a coordinator, but he was responsible for a lot of graphics. He also kept in touch with the community, made music and led by example, helping
to keep everyone interested in our work. It will be some time before we reach an agreement with your departure and establish a plan for the continuation of the action. However, as HotA Crew, we promise that we will not abandon our plans. The factory (Factory), to which Docent has dedicated all its energy over the last three years, will be
completed and delivered in memory of our colleague and friend. Today we present to you the latest update of hota crack, whose main change is the introduction of full dubbing to all scenes in campaigns! The voice of the heroes of events centered on the ossified Horn of Himself and the Abyss was expressed by:  Magdalena Katasska
as Casmetra  Komorowski as Jeremy Albatross Roberts  Piotr Rudzki as Bidley Roberts  Krystian Konieczek as Tark, the niksGorly book encourages him to play and ... for very interesting we present  video presentation process. ATTENTION - SPOILERS! And here are the other associated with the update:  All individual
scenarios and  Polish version tutorial have been added to the pollinated package, in order to completely poloniz Horn of the Abyss when installed in the English version of Heroes Complete.  In relation to another shared part of HDmod's texts, coin-to-coin-throwing options have been m.in.  The Abyss Horn Campaigns have been
subjected to another correction. Even fewer typos and language errors!  fixed with text clipping errors in the trimming of the first mission of the first campaign and the last mission of the second campaign. So what is the current status of the whole project? More in the development of the news! As standard - I invite you to download, use
and report bugs and suggestions. You can do this in several ways: 1. Write me an email: hellburn@heroes.net.pl 2. Write to me at Discord: JB_Hellburn-9519 3. Write to mismatched the jb channel or HotA channel by marking me in message 4. Write in the appropriate thread in Behemoth Cave 5. Write in the Facebook group - Hirawce I
will be very grateful for any information about errors; whether it's a punctuational error or a linguistic error or just a suggestion for further development of the project. Download The Abyss Corner 1.6.1 + Patch for HDmoda Mini-atka for HDmoda 25 and 26 July was held Streamfest, an annual Russian event focused on e-sports, games and
streaming. Horn of the Abyss modders were also invited. The study was accompanied by the leader, Docent Picolan, and Tevye, m.in responsible for editing texts and translating into English. During the meeting, the creators presented us with the latest trailer for the upcoming Factory faction and participated in a brief Q&amp;A session.
You can watch the replay on our YouTube channel.Shortly after, the trailer itself appeared on Docenta's official channel. Check out what almost all the lineup looks like in action! The creators of Horn of the Abyss released new information about the next faction's Factory.It was not without much surprise. Coatl will not be a Level 4 or Level
5 unit, as most fans predicted. Is... another level 7 unit!  We invite you to read the article:  Polish translation  English translation  Original in Russian The site is an integral part of the Cave of Behemoth - the first century in Polish about Heroes of Might and Magic. Copyright 1998-2021. 1998-2021.
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